
 

 The Real Snow System

 
 

This HUD will  install  and control "snow machines" on your land, that will  bring snow falling to the spots you choose, with the 

automatic ways that you choose.  

Operation was designed to be user-friendly, as easy as it can be for you, leaving complex calculations to the program script running in 

the background.  With just a few clicks on the HUD buttons, you will  have The Real Snow, installed on your land! 

 

 

║ BUTTONS GROUP "A" -WHERE TO SNOW, WHERE *NOT* SNOW 

 

➤  Button A1:  (DO SNOW HERE)  

 Walk to the areas of your land that you want snow falling, and press this button. New snow machine will  be installed at that exact 

spot on your land covering an area of aprox 20m around, with snow falling. Wait a few seconds to see the result.  

 *TIP: You can set snowing areas AS YOU NEED, not more, not less, not in places you never see ;) - Just walk to the spots you do need 

snow falling, and press this button. 

 *TIP: Can be used in areas already snowing if you want MORE snow. Adding an extra snow machine in some selected spot will  double 

snow falling in that area. 

 *TIP: PLEASE, PLEASE don't overdo it: - Wait a minute or two, make sure area is not alrea dy covered with snow falling. If you are sure 

there is no snow at that spot, you can press again the A1 button.  

  

For most people, that’s  it! -  Installation, is done! :)  



It’s  all  just a matter of taking a walk to your land, and decide which spots need snow falling.  Yes, it’s that simple :))  

Now, the …perfectionists please keep reading  

 

➤  Button A2: (NEVER SNOW HERE)  

 After you are done with installing snow machines you may decide there should be no snow in a specific spot.  Walk to the spot and 

press this button. All  close-range installed machines will  be deleted and snow fall  will  never happen again in that spot. 

*TIP No worries if button pressed by mistake, You can re-install  snow machines at  any spot, pressing A1 as explained above! 

 

 

  ➤Button A3: (SNOW EVERYWHERE)  

The fully automatic setup, for the lazy :P  Pressing this button will  AUTOMATICALLY install  snow machines in ALL areas of your land. 

Please allow a minute or two for this operation to complete.  

 *TIP A possible use is cover entire land, and then use previous button (A2) to delete s now from where it should NOT be falling (in 

example inside your house) 

 *TIP Large open-space lands and full  SIMs will  be setup and ready in just a minute with this option ;) 

  

  

║ BUTTONS GROUP "B" - START & STOP 

 

➤  Button B1:  (LET IT SNOW) 

Will engage ALL installed snow machines on your land into a fully automatic snow weather where ...Gods decide about what happ ens. 

Programs are forever changing, may even appear as if snowing stopped for a while.   

 

➤  Button B2:  (STOP SNOW) 

Will force STOP on all  snow fall ing on your land.   

 

 

║ BUTTONS GROUP "C" - AUTOMATIC PROGRAMS  ❁ ❂ ❃ ❄ ❅ ❆ ❇ ❈ ❉ ❊ ❋ 

➤  Buttons C1, C2 and C3 will  perform random snow-falling, within preset variable specifications for each one. 

First is for very light snow falling patterns with almost no wind at all, named "Silent Nights".  

Second is the default automatic mix without ...extremities, a truly perfect balance for adding a romantic note, and  

Third is a mix of heavy snow falling patterns, not for a general everyday use, maybe good for winter theme SIMs during events or in 

non-residential areas, like nature parks, forests, far away background snowing. 

 *TIP Maybe this the only thing that MOST people may want to do, select one of those 3  automatic styles that best matches their 

mood. Antrea's personal favorite is AUTO2 :)   



  

    

║ BUTTONS GROUP "C" & "D" -DEALING WITH ALREADY INSTALLED MACHINES 

 

As their name suggests those will: 

➤  Reveal  (in vivid orange-colored beacons)  the installed snow machines near you, just in case you need to manually move one, 

manually delete one etc  

➤  Hide (again) those machines positions, when you don't want them visible anymore 

➤  Delete installed snow-machines near you,  or,  last,  

➤  Delete ALL installed machines, across entire sim. 

*TIP: As the SL environment suffers from bugs and occasional LAG problems, and as scripts may fail  sometimes to perform as 

intended, another way to see installed machines on your land is press ALT,  CONTROL and T. Transparent objects are highlighted in red 

so you can spot them easily.  Switch back to normal view by pressing ALT , CONTROL and T again.    

 

 

║ BUTTON "F"  - ECO 

 

A truly unique feature, especially in the area of weather where most systems on the market suffer from poor code causing SIM lag, we 

are very proud to present the SCRIPTLESS snow machines.  

➤  Pressing the ECO button will  install  on your land, at the spot you are standing, the SCRIPT-FREE version of snow falling.  

Works 24/7 without a single line of script, so this might be ideal if landlord is prohibiting all  "weather systems" due to ca using SIM lag. 

Landlord can inspect and also verify in his Estate Tools  that snow machines have no script at all  running. Visual -lag (viewer, older 

graphic cards stress) is also reduced by limiting visible-area for those, meaning people living at the next plot, in most cases will  not be 

able to see this snow falling. Will  be visible only to people walking/sitting near the spot. 

IMPORTANT:  As the ECO-snow has no script at all, sadly you cannot ever change patterns or use the HUD to control the eco -snow in 

any way. Cannot even stop. To manually delete the eco-snow, press ALT, CO NTRO L and T on your keyboard, so that you see  the 

machine (sphere) up in the sky (appears red) - Right click and DELETE the sphere, snow will stop. You can rez again eco-snow at any 

time, using the HUD. 

TIP: Now, you have a choice!  YOU can choose either fully scripted automatic snow fully controlled with patterns and options via HUD, 

or, the ECO type. All  in the same pack, to better suit your needs at all  times and for all  occasions.  

 

 

Please sent your feedback to Antreas Alter, ALL your ideas and opinions matter. 

Enjoy! :)  


